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End-to-end simulation of earthquake phenomenon – challenge problem and Exascale objectives
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The computational challenge
is to simulate regional-scale
ground motions at
frequencies of engineering
interest (e.g. 5-10 Hz)
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This project is developing and implementing an advanced simulation environment
that will exploit emerging Exascale level computing and establish a coupled
assessment of earthquake hazard (ground motions) and earthquake risk
(structural demands).
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Wall Clock Time x 7.6

How long does an earthquake
scenario simulation take?

Algorithm improvements and code coupling

Full waveform inversion update

• Completed adaptive mesh refinement in cartesian and
curvilinear grids
• Enhanced fault rupture physics
• Generating stochastic geology in large models
• Implementation of the Domain Reduction Method for
coupling geophysics and infrastructure models

Infrastructure response simulation on a regional scale

Implementation of HDF5 with parallel I/O
Using HDF5 as the new data format has enhanced the entire workflow, allowing the coupling of
geophysics (SW4) and engineering codes (ESSI and OpenSees). The HDF5 implementation also
provides improved parallel I/O performance, reduced data size, and better shareability.

Material & topography input

Sfile with curvilinear model, reduces size by half and 2.5x faster to read

Fault rupture input

SRF-HDF5, reduces file size by 2/3 and 5.2x faster to read.

Time-series station output

SAC-HDF5, 1 HDF5 file for all stations (originally thousands).

Time-series volume output

ESSI-HDF5, 1 HDF5 file for a selected sub-domain.

Seismic FWI resolves subsurface property distributions by multi-scale phase and amplitude
inversions of recorded earthquake data through leveraging high-resolution full waveforms
while mitigating cycle-skipping issues. The capability is demonstrated in a synthetic test case
in which the dipping feature is reconstructed iteratively from highly simplified initial models
and both the recordings based on the true model and trace simulation based on the inverted
model converge in phase and amplitude.

Building analysis results from regional scale simulated earthquakes provide unprecedented scientific and engineering insight.
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